Netwrix Auditor for Azure AD
Complete visibility into what’s happening in your Microsoft Azure Active Directory
Netwrix Auditor for Azure AD maximizes visibility into user actions in your cloud-based Active Directory. It provides security
analytics that enable you to quickly detect and investigate incidents that threaten your security or business continuity. This
application delivers valuable insight into security and conﬁguration changes, and enables Azure AD access control by reporting on
both successful and failed sign-ins to your cloud directory service.

DETECT INSIDER THREATS

PASS COMPLIANCE AUDITS
WITH LESS EFFORT

INCREASE THE PRODUCTIVITY
OF YOUR IT TEAMS

Netwrix Auditor for Azure AD delivers
visibility
into
security
and
conﬁguration changes in Azure AD,
privilege
escalation,
anomalous
administrator activity, suspicious user
sign-in attempts and more. This deep
insight enables IT departments to
more eﬀectively detect information
security incidents caused by insider
actions.

Netwrix Auditor for Azure AD
provides out-of-the-box reports
aligned with many compliance
regulations, such as PCI DSS, HIPAA,
SOX, GLBA, FISMA/NIST, CJIS, GDPR
and others. The Interactive Search
feature helps you generate custom
reports and quickly answer auditors’
questions.

Netwrix Auditor for Azure AD enables
administrators to quickly uncover the
root causes of problems that aﬀect
your data security and business
continuity. Furthermore, Netwrix
Auditor for Azure AD automates
change control and reporting tasks,
which
increases
operational
eﬃciency and quality.

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK
“Netwrix Auditor is a powerful solution when you need to get a high-level overview of what’s happening across your IT
systems, and it has exceeded my expectations. It gives us necessary information instantly when our admins make an
unauthorized change. That means we can take proactive steps to prevent a signiﬁcant negative impact on the overall
security and make sure that no sensitive data is compromised.”
John Cantarella, Network Manager, Clairvaux MacKillop College
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Key Features of Netwrix Auditor for Azure AD

INTERACTIVE SEARCH

LOGON AUDITING
Continuous
reporting
on
both
successful and failed user sign-ins in
Azure AD with full details, including
client name and client IP address,
enables you to validate your access
controls, and comply with the
requirements of many security
standards, laws and regulations.

Google-like, interactive data search
provides the flexibility needed to
speed your security or compliance
investigations. Simply supply your
unique search criteria and quickly
retrieve a particular audit trail record
you need or establish the broader
context of an incident with traces from
across multiple IT systems.

VALUABLE INSIGHTS
ABOUT USER ACTIONS
Detailed predefined reports and
Overview dashboards on changes to
Azure AD groups, users, passwords,
roles, applications, service principals,
devices, contacts, and more, helps you
quickly spot and respond to user
actions that may put your environment
at risk. The actionable intelligence the
reports provide enables you to
establish full accountability of your
privileged Azure AD users.

Deployment
Options

ALERTS ON THREAT
PATTERNS
Be the first to know about events that
you deem critical and prevent security
breaches with alerts on threat
patterns. Simply fine-tune the alerts to
be notified whenever there is activity
you consider suspicious, such as too
many failed attempts to log into your
Azure AD within a short period of time,
which could be a sign of a brute-force
attack in progress.

ON-PREMISES:
netwrix.com/freetrial

HOW IS NETWRIX AUDITOR FOR
AZURE AD DIFFERENT?
TWO-TIERED DATA STORAGE
Oﬀers an exceptionally reliable and
cost-eﬀective
two-tiered
(SQL
database + ﬁle-based) storage
system that keeps a complete audit
trail for more than 10 years, and
ensures easy access to it
throughout the whole retention
period.
RESTFUL API
Integrates with third-party or your
own custom-built applications to
expand
visibility
into
your
operations, improve security of data
and facilitate IT workﬂows, such as
change management, service desk
or threat detection.
QUICK AND SIMPLE TO SET UP
Netwrix Auditor is easy to install and
conﬁgure; no professional services
required.

VIRTUAL:
netwrix.com/go/appliance

CLOUD:
netwrix.com/go/cloud
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